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Frans Bauer played a trick on Patty Brard
news posted on November 1st 2009

Patty Brard & Frans Bauer

Last week, singer and TV host Frans Bauer played a trick on Patty Brard for his
Candid Camera-like show "Bananasplit" on TROS. After her visit to the Cirque du
Soleil in Denmark (see news posted on October 27th 2009), the diva saw trucks and dreding
machines in front of her house in construction. A billboard indicated that there would
be dreding works until 2012. Patty was furious but at the end she found out it was a
joke.
Bananasplit featuring La Brard wil be aired in March 2010. The Luv' singer hosted
with Ralph Inbar this hidden camera TV show in the early 1980's.
source: SBS 6 Shownieuws / De Telegraaf
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Patty, Marga & José @ Beau Monde Awards
news posted on November 1st 2009

Patty Brard

Marga Scheide
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José Hoebee

Patty Brard, Marga Scheide and José Hoebee attended the latest Beau Monde
Awards on October 29th. These fashion awards are hosted annually by Beau
Monde magazine at the Amstel Hotel.
source: Bruno.nl / Life.com
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Patty's latest interviewees on Shownieuws
news posted on November 6th 2009

Patty and her "Shownieuws" colleague Viktor Brand

Patty and her colleague Viktor Brand interview celebrities on the entertainment
news programme "Shownieuws" aired on SBS 6.
Among the latest interviewees: Actress Georgina Verbaan on November 3rd
and TV host Natasja Froger on November 4th
Source: SBS 6 Shownieuws

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Found on Google Books: Luv' collecting silver awards for "With LUV" in
Denmark in 1979 (Billboard Magazine)
news posted on November 6th 2009

I've recently found on Google books a rare and short article originally published on
August 25th 1979 on Billboard magazine. It deals with Luv' receiving a silver disc
for the "With Luv" album in Denmark ("an unusual achievement for a Dutch act in
that nation" as it's mentioned in the article). This document which dated back to the
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group's heyday is exceptional as it was issued in the USA (where Luv' never
reached fame).
Source: Billboard Magazine/Google Books

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
30 years ago: Ooh, Yes I Do conquered the charts
news posted on November 10th 2009

Luv' performing "Ooh, Yes I Do" on German TV show "Musikladen"

In the autumn of 1979, Luv' entered a new chapter in their career. They left
Philips/Phonogram Records to sign a deal with CNR/Carrere. The first record
released by their new label was Ooh, Yes I Do (written by Hans van Hemert). It
rapidly became an instant hit in some European countries (Benelux, Denmark,
Germany and to a lesser extent France). It also went gold in Mexico. To read my
article about this Luv' classic hit: http://allaboutluv.tripod.com/id44.html

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Patty on Helder
news posted on November 14th 2009

La Brard was guest on Helder, an educational talk show aired on November 12th at
4:35 pm on Teleac/Nederland 2. The subject of the programme was "medical
operations abroad". Patty talked about her experience in Germany.
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Patty Brard judge on De Nieuwe Uri Geller
news posted on November 14th 2009

Patty Brard will be judge in 2010 on the third season of "De Nieuwe Uri Geller" (a
paranormal talent show to search for the successor of the Israeli mentalist) on SBS
6. She will assist Hayashi (a.k.a The Mask (see news posted on March 7th 2009) and famous for
his "cucumber" act ). The Luv' and Shownieuws diva has already taken part in the
high-rated TV programme in 2008 and 2009.
Infos about the 2010 season of De Nieuwe Uri Geller:

www.urigeller.nl

source: Shownieuws/De Telegraaf

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Marga Scheide: a happy family life
news posted on November 14th 2009

Marga with stepdaughter Renée and partner Michiel

Story (a celebrity gossip magazine) has recently published an article about Marga
Scheide's happy family life after a succession of problems (two miscarriages, the
death of her friend Jacques Zwart in 2003, her appartment in fire in Ibiza, the loss of
100.000 euros (see news posted on January 7th 2009)...). Marga now lives with her partner Michiel
and her two "stepdaughters" Renée (19) and Robin (21).
Source: Story (thanks to Martin Vink for the article he sent me!)
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Luv' @ Papa's Feessie in Scheemda
news posted on November 17th 2009

On November 14th, Luv' performed at Papa's Feessie in Eextahal in Scheemda.
Ada (of the fansite Lots of Luv) took pictures of the show. To watch them:
http://www.clubs.nl/community/default.asp?clubid=394074. Other photos have been
posted on Papa di Grazzi site: http://www.papadigrazzi.nl/.
Source: Lots of Luv fansite / Papadigrazzi.nl

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
José and Will Hoebee @ Peter Koelewijn's CD release party
news posted on November 17th 2009

On November 13th, José and her husband, Will Hoebee, attended the release party
of the latest CD of legendary singer/musician/ record producer "Peter Koelewijn".
Source: Shownieuws on SBS 6.
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Patty : gold record award to Frans Bauer + ambassador of Sterrenfonds
news posted on November 17th 2009

Patty Brard gave a gold record award to Frans Bauer for his album "Voor Elke
Dag" for sales in excess of 25.000 units. The event took part at the Nieuwe Luxor
Theater in Rotterdam on November 15th. The diva also announced that she would
be the ambassador of Sterrenfounds, Bauer's charity organization dedicated to ill
children.
Source: Blog.nl / De Telegraaf / NU.nl / Shownieuws (SBS 6) / Primeurjagers.nl / sterren.nl / Internet bode / Omroep Brabant

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Patty Brard to pose (nude?) in Amsterdam
news posted on November 17th 2009

Patty will pose from 3.00 to 4.00 pm on November 19th at Maison de Bonneterie (a
luxury department store located on Kalverstraat 183 in Amsterdam). Two artists,
Alexander Smith and Nicoline Bolsius, will paint the diva's portrait. This
performance is part of the launch of 'Sprekend!', a book published by Kunstvitrine.
According to PrimeurJagers.nl, La Brard, who has recently criticized Pop star
Patricia Paay for her pictures in Playboy magazine, will pose nude but this detail
is far from being confirmed.
Source: Primeurjagers.nl, AD.nl, Blog.nl, AT5, Nieuws van Nederland
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Patty and Viktor interview K3
news posted on November 18th 2009

K3, Viktor Brand and Patty Brard on Shownieuws (SBS 6)

Patty Brard and her colleague Viktor Brand have interviewed today the new line-up
of girl trio K3 on Shownieuws (the entertainement news programme on SBS 6). The
ladies have talked about their latest album and their reality TV show that will be aired
on Saint Nicholas Day.
Patty was judge on K2 zoekt K3, a high-rated talent show (broadcast between late
August and early October) to search for the new member of the female group (see news
posted on October 5th 2009).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Luv' photo book : no publication
news posted on November 20th 2009

Peter Boonstra (of Luv' Fan club) announced on his site that his photo book about
Holland's first girl group would not be published. Patty Brard vetoed the project that
she considered as a "bad scrapbook" in spite of Peter's wonderful input into it. The
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diva told RTL Boulevard (the entertainment news program on RTL 4) that she would
like to publish it with "someone who could write well" and that she didn't like the fact
that a small publisher would distribute it. According to Albert Verlinde (who hosts
RTL Boulevard), the three Luv' ladies are opposed to Peter's initiative.
However, José Hoebee wrote on the forum of her official fansite that Marga Scheide
and her regretted the bad news and that they rang Peter to support him.
Source: Luv' Fan Club / José Fan Club / RTL Boulevard

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Patty: no portrait session
news posted on November 23rd 2009

Patty was supposed to pose for two artists in a luxury department store during the
launch party of a book entitled "'Sprekend!" on November 19th (see news posted on November
23rd 2009). The diva was replaced by controversial celebrity Emile Ratelband.
When the media announced that La Brard would apparently pose nude, Christina
Curry (Patricia Paay's daughter) wrote on her twitter page: "Oh god no. No one is
waiting for these hanging tits!". Christina criticized Patty after her rude remarks
about Paay's Playboy session.
Source: De Telegraaf / Primeurjagers.nl / AT5 / WebRadio.nl

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Marga's house on fire
news posted on November 25th 2009
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Marga's house has recently been on fire due a short circuit of her faulty washing
machine. A couple of years ago, the same incident occured as her house in Naarden
was struck by lightning.
Source: De Telegraaf / SBS 6 Shownieuws

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
In memoriam: Pim Koopman
news posted on November 25th 2009

José Hoebee and Pim Koopman (1982)

Pim Koopman, record producer, songwriter and drummer of legendary progressive
rock band Kayak, died on November 23rd at age 56. He was the composer of
several successful songs, including a total of six entries on the national selection to
the Eurovision Song Contest. He recorded a string of hit records with famous Dutch
pop acts (Maywood, Pussycat, Time Bandits, Sandy Coast....). He produced José
Hoebee's most popular singles in 1982 : I Will Follow Him (that hit the number one
spot in the Netherlands and Belgium) and Secret Love. José talked yesterday about
the late artist during a phone interview on Shownieuws on SBS 6. She told
that Koopman helped her in her solo career after Luv's break-up.
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Patty on Shownieuws: latest reports
news posted on November 29th 2009

Viktor Brand (left) & Patty Brard on Shownieuws (SBS 6)

The "enfant terrible" of Luv' still co-hosts Shownieuws on SBS 6 with Viktor Brand.
On November 23rd, she covered the news that Pop star Gordon entered into talks
with the management of De Toppers (the supergroup he left in September). If
Gordon didn't come back, a new member would be found. Moreover, Patty
was followed by a camera team of Shownieuws on November 24th when she gave
the first copy of the latest DVD of late singer André Hazes to his children (Roxeanne
and Dré). Hazes died on 2004 and is still appreciated in Holland.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Anny & José: concert dates in 2010
news posted on November 29th 2009

Anny Schilder and José Hoebee are expected to release new material (see news posted
after their duet single "Be My Baby". The ladies will also be
performing next year in the Netherlands. Some concert dates have recently been
added on Anny's official site:

on October 15th 2009)

* February 16th 2010 in Vaasen, NL at the village center "De Wieken", 3.00 pm
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* April 29th 2010 in Vuuren, NL at the partytent Vuuren, 11.00 pm
* June 5th 2010 in Lekkerkerk, NL at the partytent / Ice rink Lekkerkerk, 11.00 pm
Source: Anny Schilder's official website

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Patty on Carlo & Irene: Life 4 You
news posted on November 30th 2009

Patty Brard was one of the guests yesterday afternoon on "Carlo & Irene:
Life4You", a talk show aired on RTL 4. The main topic of the TV program (hosted by
Carlo Boszhard and Irene Moors) was Spain. That's why Patty was invited as she
has a villa in Ibiza. The diva assisted the cook Rudolph to make a Spanish meal.
Moreover, La Brard talked about her life, her health, her lover (architect Antoine van
de Vijver) and her projects. She will soon attend a course in a British Psychic
Academy to prepare for the third season of De Nieuwe Uri Geller (the paranormal
talent show aired in early 2010 on SBS 6). The Luv' lady will also record a Carnival
single that will be released in a couple of months.
Source: RTL 4/ Zappen.blog.nl
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